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During our December meeting we had a number of guests and a very light agenda. .There was some
discussion of how far we had come during the year and what had been achieved. The club has made numerous
improvements around the grounds, in the clubhouse, with our newsletter, and in the day to day operations. Charlie
has worked tirelessly to make our club better for our members and guests. Our club shoots grew each month, our
meat shoots were a great success and the weather was kind to us at each event. The Phil Simpson Shoot had its
best year ever, and once again thanks to Charlie and his efforts we have had a steady increase in components for
our reloading members. Things were looking really good, then it started to rain….. We have survived so far but took
some big hits, the trap machines were saved and many of our members came running to help with removing and
reinstalling them in the houses. At time of going to press, our pistol/rifle range is also back to full operation thanks to
those volunteer members that came out to help clean things up. We look forward to this year with hope that we can
continue to improve our club and its operations, on behalf of your Board, Happy New Year, Jon Ray

!
We would like to start out this month hoping everybody had a great Holiday season, and a very Happy New
Year. We would also like to thank all of you that have bought club clothing or logo wear, the proceeds go to our
junior programme which we are looking to expand this year and have more of our junior shooters shooting P.I.T.A
events around the State and at the club shoots both shooting and helping to run the events. Speaking of club
clothing we now have additional items, new colors for shooting vest and ladies Browning vests, and mens Browning
undershirts, recoil pads and lots more. Thank you to Ted in the office for managing the inventory and sales
throughout the year. We are now starting to get names on the list for this years team, if you have any young shooter
that is interested in joining check in with Charlie down at trap 7 or email Rob or myself and we cang you more details
regarding what to expect in costs and the number of events each junior would be shooting and the commitment to
the club with regard to giving a helping hand. Current team members will be getting together in January to plan the
years practice and event schedule. Keeping it short this month we would like to wrap up by once again thanking all
of you that support the Junior Team, Mark Singleton, Robert Alkire & Todd Simpson.

!
Our prayers & well wishes go out to John Ginocchio and his family for his speedy recovery from cellulitis.
Please check your emails FREQUENTLY during rainy weather. When you see or hear the weather forecast of
“small stream advisories” = flooding. We may be requesting / needing your help around the club throughout the
winter months. A BIG Thank You to Claudia & Katy for helping decorate the clubhouse for Christmas. We’ve received
many compliments, glad everyone enjoyed the holiday season at the club.
For those of you vowing to eat healthier in the new year, keep in mind that Lorna is at the club every
Wednesday & Sunday selling her sister’s home grown eggs. 50 cents of every dozen is donated to the Junior
Shooting Team, your “egg-ceptional” support is greatly appreciated throughout the year, and keeps the chickens
busy doing what they do best.
To order take home food (tamales, enchiladas, etc) from Lucy, call
her at 707 342-2384
See Lucy’s New Ad on page 8
Katy snaps a shot with her new camera and our lovely lunch lady Lucy
receives her honorary VOMTC jacket
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The 2014 Salami Shoot that almost wasn’t…...Friday/Saturday morning looked like this…wet, flooded and still
raining!

!
!
But the water began to recede, folks showed up to bail out traps, clean up mud and Charlie did a lot of tractor work.
By Sunday, through the efforts of many member volunteers working under wet and miserable conditions, things were
set right, cleaned up and the call was made to proceed with the Salami Shoot as scheduled.

!

.!
Charlie moving gravel, filling wash outs, rescuing floating benches.

!

!
The well attended beginners trap.

A Volunteer scoring and pulling team.

!
Hey! Who let those guys in??

Let the shoot offs begin!

!
!
!
!
!
With the help of volunteers, Board members, various family, kids and gun club dogs the Salami Shoot that almost
wasn’t WAS. Our membership stepped up to the plate, got their feet wet and cleared up a mess with good humor
and holiday cheer. Thanks everyone and a “Well Done!” to our great club members for their time and effort in
bringing off this great shoot.
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To lead or not to lead, that is the question…. for shotgun shooters.
Whether it is on the trap or skeet field, the sporting clays course or sitting in a blind calling ducks in, we are
using out shotguns to fire at moving targets. That is the gun’s intended purpose, after all. But even with great
mechanics and a payload of hundreds of pellets, sometimes we just miss and we often scratch our heads wondering
why. Quite often the lead, or lack of it, is at the center of things.
How much or how little to lead is one of the questions we, as instructors, hear most often. There are any
number of potential answers because everyone has their own perception of what they see. What may look like
inches in one shooter’s eyes may be many feet in another’s. We’re all pretty familiar with the diagram pictured at
right. It is a basic guideline for leads at stations one through three at the sixteen yard line. For stations four and five
take the mirror approach from one and two and you’re all
set, right?
Well, not so fast. There are variables to be
considered; how do I perceive the lead, how fast is the
target moving, how quickly is my shot going to get there,
and where does my gun shoot are what we’ll focus on in
this article.
Perception of the lead is the first and most
important key. It will be driven by how you reference
distance in your life. If you sit at a keyboard all day long
you will likely perceive variances between points in small
bites, as your frame of reference is largely within the computer screen. If an instructor tries to guide you in terms of
yards it likely won’t gel for you so it’s just as important for a good instructor to understand your frame of reference.
Learn your references and visualize those to help you find the proper lead and recognize tha lead in terms you
understand.
At our club the targets are leaving the house around 45 MPH. If you are shooting shells at 1200 feet per
second, the target is going to travel seven feet or so between the time you pull the trigger and the time the shot gets
there. If you haven’t established your lead, when it’s needed, you’ll miss behind every time.
Finally there is the notion of how your gun patterns. I cannot stress enough the need to pattern your gun
with the load you shoot to understand where the shot is going to go. Some guns, and specialized trap guns in
particular, are often configured to shoot above the point of hold. A gun intended for hunting will often shoot much
closer to, and sometimes even below, the point of hold. Different guns can also pattern more pellets to the right or
the left, above or below the point of hold. You won’t know any of that until you shoot your gun at a pattern board.
Fortunately we have one at the club near trap seven.
When taken all together; perception, target speed and flight pattern, speed of shot and regulation of where
the gun shoots, we are left with doing an exercise in geometry in our heads in the few seconds between saying pull
and firing the shot. But since there isn’t enough time to work through the problem logically, the only real answer is
that the lead, and the shot, must become instinctive. Trust the gun and your perception of the target to put your shot
where it needs to be. If you have to think about how to make the shot, you’re over thinking. Once you establish what
your lead looks like to you you’re on your way to higher scores. We have instructors available every public shooting
day at trap six and seven who can help you get there.
As a reminder we’ll have our next Friday Night Lights shoot n’ potluck on
January 9, weather permitting. See you again soon with another shooting
tip, but in the meantime, remember to keep those muzzles pointed to the
ground when not on the firing line, and keep those actions open
whenever you are not actually shooting.
Safety first, foremost and always! -- Frank
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These folks support our Club - Let’s support their Business
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Playing by the Rules : A scoring “gotcha”
I ran into an unusual scoring problem recently which taught me a very useful lesson about the
scoring rules that I want to share with everyone. Here’s what happened:
While I was shooting doubles at Coon Creek, the scorekeeper at one trap made the usual
announcement of scores at the end of a round. My score was reported as a 10, which
coincided with my recollection that I had hit them all and the fact that none of my shots was
called “lost”. At the end of the event she announced total scores, and the total she announced
for me (47) also coincided exactly with my count.
So you can imagine my surprise later when I saw my score on the official scoreboard was
recorded as a 46.
It turns out that the scorekeeper had marked one of my shots where I had hit 10 as lost on the
score sheet, then immediately recognized her error without any prompting or complaint from
anyone, changed it to a hit and announced it as a 10. (I should probably mention that no
shooter on our squad challenged any of her calls while we were at her trap.) So I had no idea
that something unusual had happened.
What she didn’t do was comply with this PITA rule:
If a score sheet is marked incorrectly it must be corrected by the scorekeeper in such a
manner as to leave no doubt of the score and must be initialed by the scorekeeper.
Because the scorekeeper did not initial her change on the score sheet (and, not knowing of
the change, I didn’t ask her to do so), the target was re-counted in the office as lost. What I did
wrong was fail to check the score sheet at the end of the round while the scorekeeper still had
it. Since everything sounded right, I walked over to the next trap without giving the score any
further thought. But that mistake cost me a bird, and maybe a prize.
*

*

*

Now on to the Q & A. This is probably my last foray into the trapshooting rules unless
someone suggests other questions to me that should be addressed here.
Q: If I’m shooting doubles, can I ask to see a pair of targets each time we change stations?
A: Normally, only the squad leader can ask to see sample targets. Under PITA doubles rules,
he can call for two sets of targets before beginning to shoot at each station. Under ATA rules,
he can call for only one pair of sample targets, and then only once - before he shoots at the
first station. But both rules allow a shooter to ask to see a clean set of targets after a
disruption or malfunction. (I should mention that the rules for viewing sample targets are
slightly different for shoot-offs.)

Q. The target came out broken, but I shot it anyway. I hit a large piece of the target and broke
it some more. Is that scored as a hit?
A: You’re out of luck. The PITA rule says “When a broken target is thrown, regardless of
whether the shooter shoots at the target or not, it is declared ‘no target’. “ (“No target” means
“No score, shoot it over.”)
Q: My dad has some old hunting shells that he wants to get rid of. A few of them are 10
gauge and some of them are 20 gauge. The 12 gauge shells use #6 shot. Can I use them to
shoot trap?
A: Here’s how the PITA rule works:
Using 10 gauge shells is a definite no-no in any trap competition. 20 gauge (or smaller) shells
are permitted, but you are really handicapping yourself by using them. (It’s a little like shooting
from the 27 yard line.) 12 gauge shells are allowed (in fact it’s what almost everyone shoots),
subject to these limitations:
1. Shot size cannot be larger than size 7 ½
2. The shell can’t contain more than 1 1/8 ounces of shot
3. The muzzle velocity of the shell must not be greater than 1290 feet per second (“fps”),
except if it has only 1 ounce of shot, in which case the muzzle velocity can go up to 1325 fps.
If the shell has only 7/8 oz. of shot, muzzle velocity can be as high as 1350 fps.
4.

You can’t shoot black sporting powder or Copperized or nickel plated shot.

Points 2 and 3 above will eliminate almost all hunting loads from use in competition, with the
possible exception of shells used to hunt quail or doves.
VOMTC asks you to adhere to these rules, even when shooting for practice. The reason for
this is that most hunting loads carry farther and go faster than trap loads, so they can injure
the livestock sometimes grazing on the other side of the fence.
If you are unsure of what you have, look at the box that holds the shells. Almost all shotgun
shells boxes specify on their lid the amount of lead, the size of the shot and the muzzle
velocity for the shells they contain.
I should also mention another significant drawback to using hunting loads at trap - the recoil
associated with them is usually much greater than target shells and will tire you out and make
your shoulder sore fairly quickly. That translates into missed targets. All in all, it’s just not a
great idea to use hunting loads when trapshooting.
Q: How long do we have to wait before we can start shooting without someone on our squad
who hasn't shown up?
A: The PITA rule says

A contestant must be at the firing point within 3 minutes when it is time for their squad to
shoot. Failing therein they may be disqualified. The contestant is “duly notified” when their
name is posted on the score board or when the Referee, Scorer, Puller or any other official
calls out their name. If a squad sign is used showing the squad number shooting, it will not be
necessary to call for the shooter. It will be the shooter’s responsibility to be on the firing line
when it is their turn to shoot.
A lot of trap clubs have a post displaying a sign with the number of the squad on deck VOMTC’s is near the flagpole. If you don't keep a careful eye on these displays, you can wind
up trying to arrange to shoot on a later squad, which is not always possible
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I’m pleased to say that the “Miners” are finished, and shooting is back to normal, no
more dust, interruptions, or closed traps and the pistol & rifle range are open again with their
usual days and hours of operation.
Thanks to those of you who have volunteered to help me with the “North Bay Grand
Shoot” on September 13th. Rich Camozzi will be BBQing up his famous chicken for lunch,
which will include salad, beans, dessert and a drink.
The club has purchased some additional trees to replace some of the dying ones along
the fence line. These will also serve as a noise break for our neighbors.
Our “Caretaker” Tom is recovering from his knee surgery, so please help us out by
cleaning up after your rounds and pick up garbage left behind, to keep all of our traps orderly.
- Charlie Marino
New trees for landscaping, wind and sound breaks

Excellent stance + attentive instructor = broken clays, good scores and happy target shooters!
Dozer says, That too many people are not respecting the 5 miles per hour RULE
so SPEED BUMPS will be INSTALLED!
Don’t make me have to bite your ankle for driving too fast!”

!
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This Policy and Rule was unanimously approved by the Board of Directors at the regular
Meeting of August 4, 2015: It is the policy of the Board of Directors of the Valley of the
Moon Trap Club that no prepared food shall be sold by any person on the club
premises or elsewhere on the property owned by the Club without the express prior
authorization of the Board. In determining whether to grant such authorization, the Board
shall take into consideration the following factors:
1. The extent to which the proposed seller and his or her agents, assistants and other helpers
have been licensed to handle and/or sell food by the County of Sonoma,
2. The level of experience of the seller and his or her agents, assistants and other helpers in
commercial sales of food,
3. The amount of compensation offered to the Club or other benefit afforded the Club in
connection with the proposed sale,
4. Whether the proposed date of sale conflicts with other activities of the Club,
5. Such other matters as the Board, in its discretion, believes are relevant to the protection of
the club and the health, safety and well-being of the club’s members.
- Jon Ray, Board Chairman
!

WOW!! Can you believe that “Summer” is over? Kids are back in school, my job with the
Stompers is wrapping up, it’s getting darker, earlier, which is a sign that my FAVORITE time of
year is quickly approaching, FALL. Looking forward to the Night Shoots, cozy fires at the club
among friends, Halloween, cooler weather, RAIN and spending more time at the club,
shooting. Have fun and be SAFE
- Lisa V

President Charlie Marino (707) 953-2937 from 9am to 7pm
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun 9am to 2pm
Caretaker Tom Koehn (707) 933-0306
Hunter Education Sam Grow (707) 648-0410
Senior Rangemaster Dave Lenci (707) 255-1992
Volunteer Workers Mike Dirksen 707mike@gmail.com
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Ahh, September. There’s a hint of fall already in the morning air and the fragrance of
new wine is so robust that a deep breath just might get you snockered. Folks are home from
vacation, kids are back in school and the league shoots are winding down so we’ll be seeing
more and more shooters coming to the club on public days. Fall marks the beginning of our
busy season and thanks to our terrific volunteers we’re ready for it. So head on down to the
club for some fall shooting fun.
The penultimate club shoot of the season is Saturday, September 5. Come on out and
enjoy some friendly competition and a terrific lunch to boot. Poster for this shoot and the next
Simpson Fun Shoot are below.
Please don’t forget to pause a moment Friday, 9/11, to remember those souls lost on
September 11, 2001.
The final Women on Target Shotgun Clinic of the year will be on Saturday, 9/12.
Contact Brenda Schmale at (707) 293-8649 to learn more or to enroll.
The North Bay League returns to our club Sunday, the 13th, when we host the final
league event of the year, The NBL Grand. There will be no public shooting on this date,
however, all are welcome to come and watch the high level of competition.
4H Shooting Sports returns to our club on Saturday the 19th, and continues monthly,
usually on the third Saturday, through June of 2016. For more information visit their web site
at http://cemarin.ucanr.edu/Programs/4-H_Program/. Click on “Clubs” to find shooting sports.
Frank Groth is busy working out a schedule for the extremely popular Friday nights
under the lights shoots and pot luck dinners. Once the dates have been approved by the
Board of Directors I’ll list them in this column.
We have a few new items for sale in the club house. The biggest bargain this month is
Hoppe’s Bore Snakes for 12 gauge, only $15.00. (Compare at $19.99) We also just received
more Browning shooting vests in popular sizes, and we again have in stock token holders
to keep your shooting tokens in one handy place. Each holds 29 tokens and sells for a measly
two bucks.Want custom molded earplugs but find them too expensive? We have RADIANS
do it yourself custom molded plugs for only $15.00.!They come in colors too. Many of you
have been asking where you might obtain blinders for your shooting glasses. Thanks to
White Flyer and Crow Shooting Supply we got ‘em! Two styles to choose from… Stop in
and check ‘em out.
Finally… At long last the Rifle and Pistol Range is back to normal operating hours. Tuesday,
Thursday & Saturday, rifles: 9 AM to Noon & pistols: Noon to 3 PM. The rifle and pistol range
is available to members only, however,members may bring two guests. The range is open
only if a Range Safety Officer is present. Capisce?
- Ted Bell
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To Bead, Or Not To Bead
As an instructor, and someone who has been involved in the shooting sports for over 40
years, I have seen and heard a lot of information about guns and how to use them. Some of it
is good and some of it is not so good. This is particularly true when it comes to the Internet
where, it seems, everyone is an expert on whatever the subject at hand is.
One of the areas of contention when it comes to shotguns, and shotgun sports, is
around what type of sights to put on a gun. Just the other day I saw a post in an Internet
firearm group from someone asking, “I’m not really feeling the bead sight, what sight should I
get?” This question was asked by someone with exactly zero experience on shotguns and
who had just bought their first, but it got me to thinking that there are many new or newer
shooters that might be asking themselves the same thing. As shotguns are exceptionally
versatile tools that can be used across a range of applications the right choice can be wholly
different. And while rifle type sights, or even some type of optic, may be effective on a shotgun
used for defensive purposes, for sport shooting, on clays or on game birds in flight, they
simply do not get the job done in my experience.
I’ve seen new shooters show up on a trap or skeet
field with ghost ring and blade sights, like these. These are
very popular on shotguns used for defensive purposes or for
shooting in combat or “3 gun” competitions. They excel at
delivering precisely aimed fire on fixed targets at short to
intermediate distances, which sounds kind of like a rifle
doesn’t it? Shooters trying these on clay targets almost
always walk away shaking their heads not understanding
how they could miss so many.
Likewise optical sights are very popular on shotguns used for defensive purposes. I
can’t count the number of people
who’ve mounted “red dot” optical
sights, which are used heavily by the
military on carbines and rifles, to their
shotguns. These shooters too never
seem to achieve the results they think
they should given their ultra-modern
equipment. In fact, the modern red
dot sight has it’s genesis in the unit
pictured at left; the Weaver Qwik
Point from the early 1970’s.

It was originally designed and marketed as a sight for shotgunners; the shooter would
sight through the lower half and see a red dot in the center of their field of projected from a
fiber optic rod in the upper half. While it worked optically for many shotgunners it put the bead
so far over the bore line, that it was ineffective even though the bead could be adjusted for
windage and elevation. After a few years it was realized that it was a much better tool for rifles
and the red dot has largely lived in that world ever since.
Sporting shotguns are designed with a bead front sight above the muzzle, and
sometimes with a second bead about halfway down the barrel to aid alignment. The rear sight
is your eye, either right or left depending on which shoulder you mount the gun to. We’ve
discussed how to sight with the bead and align a mid-bead in a past article, so we won’t cover
that ground again here. The idea, unchanged through more than three centuries of
shotgunning, is that you get your eye looking straight down the bore line, through the bead to
the target. The bead is not meant so much for aiming as it is for a visual reference. Your eyes
are focused on the target and so long as they remain on the bore line looking through the
bead your chances of hitting the target are very good. That said, I’m also aware of more than
a few really good shooters who’ve actually removed the bead from their gun as they find it
unnecessary and a distraction. Their setup is so consistent and correct that they find they
don’t need the visual cue of the bead.
So now that we’ve determined that, for shooting clays and game birds moving through
the air that a bead sight is really the best solution, then what bead is best? There are many,
many types out there. For instance, I own guns with large white beads, others with small
metal beads, and others with both front and mid beads and all shoot equally well for me.
Other shooters prefer large fiber optic beads which glow a bright color in the sunlight. I find
those to be distracting but others have great results with them. At the end of the day, I think
the real answer is the bead that is on the gun that best fits you is the best bead for you.
Anything after that is largely cosmetic, in my experience. Remember the old adage that it’s not
the gun that makes the score, it’s the shooter behind the gun.
But what about a new or novice shooter? Interestingly there is one sight, which some
might term a gimmick, which I find an excellent training tool and heartily endorse. It is the
Easy Hit sight from Champion, pictured here.

!

This sight is designed with either a red or green fiber optic rod about 2 millimeters in
diameter so it is very unobtrusive.

The rod ends inside a tunnel that is closest to the shooter. It’s function is simple; if the
shooter does not keep their head in the correct position on the stock they cannot see the
bead. Since we know that our chances of hitting the target reduce dramatically without our
face firmly on the stock, this sight gives the instant visual feedback a student can use to be
successful quickly. I use this sight on two of my own guns that I keep for student use. Since it
uses double sided tape to mount, the installation is not permanent and it can be removed if
desired as the shooter progresses in skill. I find that when I am having trouble myself keeping
my head on the gun, and we all do from time to time, that shooting a game or two with this
sight gets me back to where I need to be.
Remember, that there are NRA Certified Instructors at trap six and seven on every
public day who can help you improve your skills and help you discover your personal solution.

See you again soon with another shooting tip, but in the meantime, remember to keep those
muzzles pointed to the ground when not on the firing line, and keep those actions open
whenever you are not actually shooting.
Safety first, foremost and always! -- Frank

!

!
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Buying the Best Gun You Can Afford
All trap shooters wants to break ‘em all. They spend tons of time and money on glasses,
vests, belts, ear protection, ammo, magnetic pads, instruction, special ammo, guns, chokes,
sights, adjustable ribs, gold triggers, adjustable stocks, cheek pads, high tech recoil pads and
whatever else the Internet trap gurus promote to get a perfect score. Leaving the peripheral
equipment aside for another time, let’s consider the essential element, the gun.
Trapshooting Hall of Fame inductee Dan Bonillas
set many remarkable records during a shooting career
that included twenty-two straight years on the All
American Team.
Dan is reported to have encouraged beginning
shooters to do three things: 1. Buy the best gun you
can afford. 2. Don’t change chokes. 3. Use the same
ammunition for everything you shoot.
Chokes and ammo aside, buying the best gun we
can afford begs the question, “Which one IS the best?"
If, like a lot of things, it means "most expensive" we can
just make a list, sort it by price and pick the highest number our budget will bear. Simple, but
does it work? One of our local beginners says, “No!”
Over the last four years this guy has bought more than 30 different (under $2500)
shotguns, and shot them at over 150,000 Valley of the Moon Club targets. A few times he
stumbled into 25 straight, but never twice with the same gun. During one six month period he
shot at 1000 targets a week with the one gun highest on the list of what he could afford. His
scores were all over the map. It just got worse and worse until the fun of shooting was gone,
so he sold it. The guy still blasts away at targets with whatever gun he’s having the most fun
with, but he doesn’t get any better. He still
wants to find the “...best gun he can afford” !
On the wall of our clubhouse there’s a
plaque with names of four shooters who, in
four successive rounds on the same day,
broke one hundred straight Valley of the
Moon Trap Club targets. One of them is
Dave Fish who broke 100 straight
(notoriously difficult) Valley of the Moon
Trap 7 targets with an elderly Winchester
Model 12.

Similar guns are widely available for under $400.00. The gun has no choke tubes. No neon
sights or mid bead. No adjustable rib, in fact no rib at all! No gold adjustable trigger. No
engraving! No checkering! No adjustable cheek piece! There’s not even an adjustable
anodized aircraft aluminum recoil reducing butt plate with a high tech pad on it! With such a
simple gun, one might think Dave was just plain lucky to hit one hundred straight. But no.
Before that, on different and widely separated days, Dave shot 25 straight, then 50 straight
and followed with a 75 straight! Dave’s “Best Gun” for trap shooting scores is not the one at
the top of his price list.
Clearly, the “...best gun you can afford” means something other than the most expensive one.
Our unfortunate beginner should probably stop buying guns until he is knows something about
what he should be looking for in one. Then again, what’s wrong with just shooting for the fun
of it?
- Mike Dirksen
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Nice to see our club members come together in such a short time when I put the word out that
we were in dire need of extra help for the North Bay League Shoot. It’s great to know that I
can depend on our members to step up with their extra time when needed. A BIG Thank You
to ALL.
I’m happy to report that the “Pistol & Rifle” range is up & back to normal, now that the shot
harvesting is all wrapped up.

!

Dave Pimentel honored the memory of his father Tony Pimentel (right) with a very generous
donation to our club. Tony was an enthusiastic member of Valley of the Moon Trap Club for
many years. Thank you Dave.

These new blinds, located in the bar area, are the work of Don Shannon and his company
Blinds Direct West of Petaluma. Both attractive and insulating, the new shades are a much
appreciated decor upgrade. Many thanks to Don for this generous donation to our club!

!

ON OCTOBER 7 5-STAND SPORTING CLAYS MOVES TO WEDNESDAY !
On Wednesdays of every week, 5-stand shooting will be offered with the emphasis on
introductory opportunities for shooters that are new to Sporting Clays style shooting. If you’ve
been putting it off, now is the time to TRY IT OUT!

!
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I was very pleased to see the great turnout for the North Bay Shoot, and to see so many of
the club members step up to work. It was definitly one of the smoothest run shoots I’ve
witnessed. Glenn Yeager, who runs the North Bay League, was really pleased with how well
the shoot turned out. He gave high praise and many compliments, saying our club serves the
best lunch in the North Bay League. A BIG Thank you to Gary & Lorna Flandi for doing all
the shopping, serving & clean up. Thanks to Rich Camozzi & Jeff Severson for running the
BBQ and delicious chicken and Lisa Vernon & KimE Severson for being our most friendly
serving & clean up crew, along with Gary & Lorna. We couldn’t do it with out all of you.
- Jon Ray, Board Chairman
!

Thank You, John Paxson, for stepping up as the new “Coach” of the Junior Shooting Team
(Andreas Borgesen, Alexa Paxson, Avery SImpson & Niko Grossi) with the assistance of
Ole Borgesen. We are proud to have you on board, and confident that the “team” will be
strong competition in the future.
RELOADERS ...The component room is stocked with plenty of shot, primers, wads, 8 pound
kegs of IMR 700X and 800X and some Alliant Promo and Green Dot powders for your
reloading needs. Load ‘em up!
- Lisa V
!

Lucy’s First Class Luches on
October 4 - Tortas
Oct 11 - Tacos,
Oct 18 - Sopas.
Then Gary and Lorna Flandi come in:
October 25 - Spaghetti, salad & french bread
November 1 - with Hamburgers, Hotdogs, Potato & Macaroni Salad.

!
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The final club shoot of the year is Saturday, October 3, at 9 o’clock. Let’s make this one the biggest and best
yet. Our club shoots are open to all so why not come out and enjoy the friendly competition and a magnificent
lunch to boot.
Speaking of final, the ninth annual Simpson Memorial Fun Shoot is Saturday, October 10. This “funnest of
fun” competitions has become a tradition here in the Valley of the Moon and sadly, this much anticipated
event is rumored to be coming to an end. If you’ve never shot “The Simpson” do not miss this one because
I’m told there ain’t gonna be no more! As always there will be lots of prizes for shooters, a generous lunch, a
huge raffle with lots of fine wine and a fantastic silent auction. Shooting starts at nine. Arrive early to sign in
and get squadded.
5 stand moves from Thursdays to Wednesdays beginning October 7. This shift will offer more shooters the
opportunity to try this fun and challenging pastime. Look for special incentives to entice more folks to give it a
try.
Frank Groth reports the dates for the Friday night shoots and pot luck dinners go before the Board of
Directors for approval on October 6. Providing the schedule is okayed, look for the first shoot under the lights
on November 6, with the others falling on the first friday of subsequent months through March, 2016.
Sam Grow returns to instruct the Department of Fish and Wildlife Hunter Education Course October 12,
14 & 16. Prospective hunters must successfully complete this program for a hunting license to be issued. Call
Sam at (707) 648-0410 for more information.
Did you know that a portion of Lorna’s (the egg lady) sales is donated to our Junior Shooters? About $30.00 a
month is contributed from her cackleberries. Lorna wishes to thank all the folks who purchase eggs from her
and the club thanks Lorna for her generosity.
Gazing into the crystal ball I forsee the future holds an abundance of holiday shooting fun. Our annual
Thanksgiving Turkey Shoot will be held Sunday, November 15, complete with a turkey lunch with all the
trimmings. Hats off again to Scott Meroney at Sonoma Market for ensuring we award only top quality
turkeys. 120 birds are up for grabs this year and several more will be cooked up by the Flandi’s and their ace
culinary crew… Everybody knows that nothing fills the heart with joy and epitomizes the spirit of Christmas
more than a Molinari salami. You’ll get your chance to take home some of this yuletide cheer at the
Christmas Salami Shoot, Sunday, December 13. One might presume salami sandwiches will be served, but
no! The Flandi’s are donating hams and have a terrific holiday meal befitting the season planned… Next,
we’ll give you a couple of months to recuperate from all the food and excitement and then what do you know?
It’ll be time for the big St. Paddy’s Day Corned Beef Shoot on Sunday, March 13, 2016. Mark your
calendars now so you don’t miss out on any of the fun.
A final date to note is Sunday, November 1. Daylight Saving Time ends at 2:00 am. Don’t forget to set your
clocks BACK Saturday Night, October 31, and get that extra hour of sleep before coming out to the club.

!

!

!
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Stocks (but not bonds)
A shotgun is a shotgun, but a good stock is a big deal. Nothing about a shotgun affects your scores
more than the stock on it. With a stock that fits you well, almost any shotgun can be turned into a prize
winning tool, and without it your chances of getting to the top of the heap are greatly reduced, regardless of
how much you spend on the gun.
A fringe benefit you get from a well-fitted stock is that the perceived recoil of the gun is greatly reduced.
Also, when a stock fits you well, it goes to the right place when you mount it, without a lot of jiggling around.
This last point is very important – if you don’t mount the gun the same way every time, you cannot adjust for
the difference when you shoot, and the result is missed targets.
Although it looks very simple, a stock is a really complicated thing. Listed below are some of the
different aspects of stock fit that have to be addressed to wind up with one that fits you well:
Length of Pull
Cast
Offset
Comb height
Drop
Pitch
Twist
Palm swell placement
Grip (pistol/straight) and grip dimensions
Over the next few months, I’m going to address each of the stock aspects mentioned above. So that
you can get an idea of just how complex this can get, I have reproduced below the form Perazzi used to
record the dimensions of the stock to be put on a new gun I ordered from them a couple of years ago.

Today I want to talk about “Length of Pull” (sometimes abbreviated as “LOP”), since this is usually the
first thing that you sense when you pick up a gun and try it on.
LOP is usually measured from the trigger to the back face of the stock or recoil pad (the “butt”). The
normal measurement is between 13 ½ inches and 15 inches, although small and large people can find they
need something outside this range. What is surprising about this dimension is how sensitive it is. I find that a
variation of ¼ inch in LOP has a pronounced effect on how comfortable the gun feels.
I should note at the outset that LOP is relatively easy to adjust by changing the thickness of the recoil
pad, and recoil pads are available in a wide variety of thickness just to accommodate this need. Also, you can
make a temporary change to see how things fit by removing the recoil pad and inserting wood shims (or
washers) between the pad and the stock and then screwing the whole thing back together. It will look terrible,
but it will work just fine as a temporary matter. So if you want to adjust the LOP on your gun, you don’t have to
head for the table saw unless you want to shorten it a lot. Just change the pad or insert some shims or
washers.
How long should your LOP really be? Some people think LOP should be just long enough so that if you
hold the gun with your hand around the grip and your finger on the trigger, the butt should just reach the
inside of your arm where you bend your elbow. Other people (including me) think this is an old wives’ tale.
That dimension might give you a rough idea of where to start in fitting a stock, but it probably won’t be where
you want to wind up.
Ultimately the LOP question is one of comfort, but where you want to start is by looking at your thumb
when you mount the gun. First, make sure your head is as erect as possible, and your neck is not bent
forward towards the receiver. Then look at your thumb. Depending on how you grip the gun, your thumb
knuckle or your thumbnail will be just below the line of sight as you look down the rib. Whichever one it is, that
part of your thumb should be no closer to your eye than one inch, and no farther away than two inches. Any
closer than one inch and you may get a thumb in your eye when you shoot (very uncomfortable); any further
than two inches and the gun is going to feel very heavy and hard to move (particularly for wide shots)
because the center of gravity of the gun is so far away from you.
But within that range, what's the right distance? Only you can tell. Here is where a stock with a
mechanism to adjust the LOP can be very useful. Change the LOP (either by adjusting the mechanism, by
inserting shims, changing recoil pads or by cutting down the stock) and shoot the gun. After some trial-anderror, you will find a middle ground that feels right, in terms of (i) mounting the gun, (ii) moving it, and (iii)
comfort. All three are relevant, and only you know when you are there. It may take some time till you settle on
what works best for you. Don’t rush it.
I should mention here that almost every stock fitter I have run into ultimately follows the same process
– while watching you shoot and talking to you he comes up with a rough approximation made out of cheap,
unfinished wood (sometimes called a “buck”) of the stock you need. He then tells you to shoot your gun with
the buck on it and see how it feels. Some stock fitters suggest you use Bondo and a rasp to make further
adjustments. Once you report to him that the stock feels good and works well, he duplicates it in good wood,
adding checkering and a finish. The point here is that even the good stock fitters know that only you can tell
when the stock is right, and that is going to take some trial and error (sometimes a lot of the latter).

The bad news is that subsequent adjustments of other stock dimensions (particularly pitch) may have
an effect on which LOP works best for you. Also, some experts feel that shooters normally move to a slightly
longer LOP after they have been shooting for a while. But this isn’t a big deal – the adjustments will be quite
small, and they are easily made by changing the recoil pad or inserting a (finished) shim.
If you are starting to suspect that getting to a well-fitted stock is not a simple process, you’re right. I
took several years to get there, but the result is a stock that fits me ”like a glove”. It is comfortable, it always
mounts in the same place, it sharply reduces recoil, and best of all, when I finally got the stock that fit
perfectly, my scores went up significantly.
I should mention a significant problem when trying to fit a stock to a young shooter - his or her
dimensions are going to change! It is almost pointless to try to come up with a “permanent” stock that fits a
young shooter well, since it probably won’t fit after six months or a year. The solution here is to get a stock
with a lot of adjustability built in - one with an adjustable comb and a fully adjustable butt plate and adjust the
stock from time to time. Graco makes good hardware to serve these needs, but there are others. (And note
that you can buy a Graco adjustable buttplate without their well-known recoil reducer - no need to spend
money (almost $200) for a gizmo that I don’t think does much good.) The only caveat I would add is to ensure
that the young shooter doesn’t try to address every miss with a stock adjustment. To quote Shakespeare,
“That way madness lies”.
Finally, a plug for a book – “The Stockfitter’s Bible” by Rollin Oswald. This is not just an excellent
handbook on stock fitting – it gives you a real insight into the process of getting to a well-fitting stock as well
as a lot of good advice about hitting targets with a shotgun. Well worth reading.
Ted K.
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September 5th & 6th was the Coon Creek PITA shoot, where Andreas Borgeson Won 4 out of 7 events he
entered. His Moment of Glory was running 200 straight singles targets.
Sept. 13th was the last NBL Shoot of the year, The Grand at VOMTC in which Andreas took home B class
Doubles and then High Overall JR Champion of the season. Alexa Paxson took home a buckle in her
class as well.

!

!

September 5th & 6th was the Coon Creek PITA shoot, where Andreas Borgeson Won 4 out of 7 events he
entered. Moment of glory was running 200 straight singles targets.
Sept. 13th was the last NBL Shoot of the year, The Grand at VOMTC in which Andreas took home B class
Doubles and then High Overall JR Champion of the season. Alexa Paxson took home a buckle in her class
as well.
At the PITA shoot in El Dorado, Andreas Borgeson ran another 100 straight Singles.
Andreas has now shot 300 straight registered Singles targets!!!

!

Our local Club Shoots provide a great way for new shooters to enter the world of competition shotgun target
sports. At our last Club Shoot Claudia Steiner won her first Buckle, sub-junior (under 16) class, and new
shooter Ann Cavanaugh blasted into her first competition by winning High Overall Lady!

!

!

!

!
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NRA SHOTGUN INSTRUCTION BY BRENDA
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A dear friend of the club has donated a variety of shooting supplies which we are in turn
selling and directing the money to the Junior Shooting Team's fund for 2016. So far we have
raised over a $1,000.00, which will be used to help defray entrance fees, ammunition and
other costs for our Junior Shooters and their hard working parents and coaches.
Trap 7 has a New Look! Thanks to Steve & Drake Verbish for the new roof! Trap 7 also has 2
NEW Instructors, Lisa Vernon and Ann Cavanaugh. Welcome aboard ladies! They round out
our group of experienced shooting instructors, including mainstays Brenda, Logan, Milt, Lee,
Dan, Chester, Frank, Doug, Mike K and Pete.
NEW! Here’s our new Award Pin for “Straight” shooters! Break ‘em all and bring your signed
scoresheet to Ted Bell for YOURS !

!

We've REMODELED!!! One of our long time tenants, Mr. Hoot Owl, has asked us to improve
his apartment due to wear and tear from high winds.

!

VOMTC, being a responsible landlord, has re-roofed his cabin and our resident architect, Jim
Reece has a new penthouse design in the works for 2016, with no rent increase to our tenant.
Thanks to Mr. Fish for the climb up to Mr. Owl’s abode, high above 5 stand’s trap 8.
John Sculatti presents the “first ever” buckle to sub-junior shooter Claudia

!

Milt Mossi’s remarkable photo (below) captures the shotshell wad, the spreading
shot and the target just before it breaks. For copies of this, or other Club photos,
contact Milt at mmossi@sbcglobal.net

!
!

President Charlie Marino (707) 953-2937 from 9am to 7pm
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun 9am to 2pm
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Price increases are not something I like to announce, but this year the Turkey Shoot &
Salami Shoots will be increased to $6.00 per round. Thank You to our friends at Sonoma
Market & Broadway Market for their support by supplying our delicious prizes.
Thanks to Charlie, Jim, Max & Claudia who have been working around the club
preparing for El Nino by cleaning up the shop and devising a game plan to get the trap
machines, tractor and ice machine up to higher ground. Be AWARE, the closer we get to the
rainy season, that not all traps will always be operational, be sure to check. Please keep an
eye on your emails for possible "Calls to Duty" during the winter months as flooding traps may
need to be quickly moved to high ground.
- Jon Ray

!

"Who let the dogs out?" We Welcome hunting dogs & their owners to the club for the Junior
Pheasant Shoot on November 21st. Come watch the kids put their hunting skills to the test.

!

There will be 2 squads that day. The morning squad at 8 am and the 2nd squad will hunt
after lunch. Our sincere gratitude & thanks to Heather & Karen from California Fish & Wildlife
Department for their ongoing support in bringing this event to VOMTC.
Congratulations to 11 year old Garrett Caramocci on his 25 Straight and Dan Mariani
on his 50 Straight. Both will get one of our newly designed award pins to sport on hat or vest.

!

Reminder: This is our busy time of year, so please drive slowly when entering the club &
maintain the 5 mph speed limit. - Lisa V

!

!

!

Lucy, Gary and Lorna - WE LOVE YOUR KITCHEN WORK!
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Looks like our Board of Directors Chairman, Jon Ray, will be shopping for a new
wardrobe. Back in February, I wrote about Jon sporting Wichita Wingnut apparel since his
nephew Jayce Ray, 2014 MVP in the Pacific Association with the Sonoma Stompers, was
picked up by the American Association championship ballclub from Wichita Kansas. Since
then, Jayce led the team in batting to another division pennant. Looks like Jon’s Wingnut duds
are now passé because his nephew’s contract has been purchased by the Boston Red Sox.
Congratulations to Jayce and the whole Ray family. Only 110 days until Pitchers & catchers
report.
Betcha didn’t even know it was there… On a recent windy day, a portion of the roof
blew off the owl house atop the 5 stand tower. Rather than waiting for Dave Church to come
by with his cherry picker to make the repair, member Dave Fish ascended the tower, climbed
out onto the roof, assessed the damage to the owl house, reported same to Jim Reese who
fabricated a new roof section, sent it up to Dave and Voila! Our owl has a new roof for the
winter. Yep! A wise, old owl resides up there and is most welcome. He preys on the mice, rats,
gophers and other pesky varmints that roam the club grounds in the still of the night.
The first in this winter’s series of Friday night shoots premieres November 6th, at 5:00
PM Bring a pot luck dish and enjoy an evening of dining and shooting fun under the lights. It
doesn’t get any better than this…
The annual Turkey Shoot is Sunday, November 15. One hundred twenty birds are
waiting to be won. Thanks again to Scott Meroney and Sonoma Market for procuring the
poultry. A full turkey lunch with all the traditional trimmings will be served.
Another annual event the club hosts is the California Department of Fish & Wildlife
Junior Pheasant Hunt. The hunt takes place on the DFW property out beyond the bull
pasture. This year’s hunt is on Saturday, November 21, at 8:00AM. For more information or
questions talk to Charlie or call DFW at (707) 944-5567 before November 3. Nota bene: As
of July 1st, 2015, Non Lead Ammunition will be required when hunting on all ALL
California Department of Fish and Wildlife Lands. Please Plan Accordingly.!Also be
advised the rifle and pistol range will be closed to facilitate the hunt.
Rifle & Pistol Range Senior Range Master Dave Lenci reports there will be a class to
certify new Range Safety Officers Saturday, December 5. Sign up in the office on
Wednesdays or Sundays if you are interested. Dave also wishes to remind shooters that
magazines holding more than ten rounds are not allowed at the range. This is club policy.
It won’t be long before Christmas shopping will appear on our agenda. Keep in mind the
club has lots of nifty stuff for the shooters on your gift list. From club apparel to shooting and

reloading supplies, we got it! Can’t make up your mind? A gift certificate makes the perfect
stocking stuffer. Stop by the clubhouse and let our expert gift counselors make your Christmas
shopping a breeze.
Happy Thanksgiving to all! May you feast to your heart’s content and not gain a single
pound.
-

!

Ted Bell
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Leads… Redux
A few issues back I wrote an article on how the proper lead should look to you and how
it must become instinctive if you want to shoot the really big scores. Since then several newer
shooters who read the article have asked me, “so how do I get the gun to where it needs to
be?” That’s a really great question, and like many topics in sport shooting there are several
answers so let’s dig into it.

!

The most common approach in trap, and certainly the easiest to master, is the ‘swing
through’ lead shown on the left above. You start your gun on one of the five hold points and
when you identify where the target is headed you move your gun smoothly along the flight
path of the target, passing through it and pulling the trigger when your muzzle is ahead of it.
Once you’ve pulled the trigger keep the gun moving and follow through. Given that you don’t
know what the path of the bird will be until you see it this method gives you the best
opportunity to smoothly, there’s that word again, bring the gun through the target and break it
instinctively.
Next is the ‘pull away’ lead, shown in the center of the picture. In this method, which is
used and taught by some in the sporting clays game, you get your bead on the bird, track it
briefly and then pull in front of it and fire the shot. This is very useful in games where you have
to call for the bird(s) without the gun already mounted to your shoulder, such as sporting clays
and skeet. Some trap shooters prefer to ‘call and mount’ as it is what they are used to from
other games or from hunting, but the highest scoring shooters in trap will pretty much always
begin with the gun properly mounted when they call for the target.
In the ‘maintained lead’ shown above at right, which is most commonly encountered on
the skeet field where the flight paths of the birds are constant, the shooter starts their gun a
set distance that they believe is best in front of the bird and keeps it there as they swing. They
pull the trigger when it looks right to them. This technique involves a certain amount of trial,
error and practice; more so for some and less so for others. The downside is that it can be
difficult to master while the upside is you have to shoot more to master and there’s nothing
wrong with shooting more, right?
A fourth, less common, method that I see most often with novice shooters who’ve not yet
mastered the instinctive sequence from call to follow through is what some call ‘spot shooting’.
I refer to it as trying to ambush the bird. This method does have applications in some sporting

clays presentations but on the trap field it’s strictly a no go. In this method you see where the
target is headed and instinctively move your gun to a spot out in front and pull the trigger. The
downside of this for novices is that it seems often to encourage them to stop their swing,
which more often than not will result in a miss. I mention it here not to encourage you to use it,
but rather to suggest that you don’t.
In trap shooting you’ll always be best served by focusing your efforts on perfecting the
swing through lead first. When you’ve done that and move on into other games, such as at our
five stand sporting clays course, you’ll have the basic tools you’ll need to get started.
Remember, there are NRA Certified Instructors at trap six and seven on every public day
who can help you improve your skills and help you discover your personal solution.
See you again soon with another shooting tip, but in the meantime, remember to keep
those muzzles pointed to the ground when not on the firing line, and keep those actions open
whenever you are not actually shooting.
Safety first, foremost and always! -- Frank

!

!
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Happy Holiday Season!! It must be almost Thanksgiving because I see Christmas
ornaments for sale at all the major retailers. With the North Bay League, Club shoot and PITA
target year in our rear view mirror its time to start recruiting for next years Junior team.
I would like to thank the Board of Directors and membership for the opportunity to to
coach the next years team of juniors. Mentoring young shooters and hunters has been a
passion of mine for over 20 years.
I would also like to thank Rob Alkire, Todd Simpson and Mark Singleton for doing all the
hard work it took to run this program and develop some great shooters over the the past
several years. I hope I can fill the foot prints left behind and look forward to their continued
guidance and support.
We have lost some of our favorite team members this past summer. Trevor Welsh and
Emma Schweiger have gone off in search of higher education with VOMTC Scholarships in
hand. We will miss them and look forward to reports of their progress.
As far as the highlights from our current team, as far as I know Andreas has not missed
a registered singles target in the last 300 shot at. Alexa won the PITA California Series Junior
award. North Bay league year end awards, Andreas took Junior Champion, Alexa short
yardage (20yds)Champion and Nico Grossi won the Junior Buckle for the NBL Grand, hosted
by VOMTC.
We need new team members!! Please spread the word anywhere you can. We need to
get the orange shirt brigade back up to 20 or so. There are already some young shooters
showing promise on traps 6 & 7. Thank you Chester, Frank and Brenda!!
In closing, the fantastic support from the Board of Directors, VOMTC Membership and
generous anonymous benefactors have made it possible for us to get these juniors the
opportunity to compete (and win) locally as well as at the the Grand Pacific in Washington.
Club President Charlie Marino's tireless fundraising and creative use of anything donated to
generate funds for the juniors is the heartbeat of our team.
Stay tuned for the date of the first team meeting!! Thank you for your support.
John Paxson Junior Shooters Head Coach 707-580-7485 jlpaxson@gmail.com

!

!
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These folks support our Club - Let’s support their Business

December 2015  Page 1

With this last newsletter of 2015 I want to say something about the most significant change to
our club in many years. For a long time we were a small club that could barely raise enough money
to buy targets or repair traps. But in recent years the growth of Sunday public shooting and many
donations by Board directors and members put us into a strong financial position.
Early this year the Millerick family offered to sell us the land our club is on. They wanted to
honor Jim Millerick’s wish that, “...this club existed for decades to come as a place for sportsmen and
sportswomen to enjoy the community, competition, and camaraderie of the clay sports.” The family’s
offered price was very reasonable but would, at that time, require most of our operating capital and
emergency fund. The Board knew that membership dues would have to be increased to pay the
mortgage, taxes and insurance, as well as restore the emergency fund and keep up with the rising
cost of targets, maintenance, electricity, sanitation and other necessities.
It took a lot of hard work to carefully study that situation and all of its alternatives. At the risk of
losing the land to another buyer whose commercial interests might wipe out the Club, the Board last
March announced a resolution to approve the purchase. Nine months later I am happy to report that
the club’s finances are again in excellent shape. The increase in dues and membership fees have not
only covered our rising expenses, but have also made it possible to repay a sizeable chunk of the
principal.
Most of our volunteers work two or three days a year but some members are here so often,
and do so much, some on a regular basis, that they look like employees. But they are not. The club
has no employees. No member, officer or director of the club receives any form of compensation
except for occasional reimbursement for materials they buy for the club, and which are used only at
the club.
As Club President, I can assure you that none of the club’s funds are wasted or spent foolishly.
I report every expense to the Board so they can review everything, and they are tight. They don’t
even allow the club to pay for food and beverages served at their own board meetings!
As we continue to donate and volunteer we will end 2015 on a sound financial footing and
insure our continued growth in 2016. Our Valley of the Moon Trap Club is a rare gift and a unique
opportunity to enjoy the clay sports we all love. Thank you, for all you have done to support our club
in the past, and for your continued volunteer service in the future.


Charlie Marino
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The trees have had a haircut, improving the lighting during the First Friday night shoots (Friday,
December 4th) and also improving the overall health and safety of our mature landscaping. Trap 7
scoring booth has a paint job and refurbishing. Thank you Lisa Vernon!
A new trap house door has been fitted and painted on trap 7 also. Thank you Jim Reece! We
are all grateful to long time member Charlie DeMartini who loads our traps every Sunday morning.
Thanks to Charlie Marino’s relentless search for reloading components our Component Room
is stocked up LIKE NEVER BEFORE! Don’t miss this chance to stock up.

President Charlie Marino (707) 9532937 from 9am to 7pm
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 9389874 Wed and Sun 9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda Schmale (707) 2938649
Junior Shooters Head Coach John Paxson 7075807485 jlpaxson@gmail.com
Caretaker Tom Koehn (707) 9330306
Hunter Education Sam Grow (707) 6480410
Senior Rangemaster Dave Lenci (707) 2551992
Volunteer Workers Mike Dirksen 707mike@gmail.com
Email addresses for Club Staff Members are on our Web Site “FIND US” page
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Despite the morning rain and an ill timed power outage, the Turkey Shoot was a success. Thanks to a few
portable generators and some dedicated members the day was saved. Congratulations to all the winners and a big
thank you and a pat on the back to those members who stepped up and once again proved we can do anything with
nothing.
Next on tap is the Christmas Salami Shoot on the 13th. More on that in a moment, but first… The Wine
Country Marines, represented here by Brian Aubin (U.S.M.C. Ret.) and his wife Shauna, are again allowing us the
privilege of participating in the Toys for Tots program. Members who bring in a new, unwrapped toy and place it in one
of the bins in the clubhouse will receive a token for a free round of trap. The toys will be collected on the 14th, so you
have plenty of time to ensure a smile on some needy child’s face on Christmas Morning.
Speaking of smiling faces… The second in our winter series of Friday Night Shoots and Pot Luck Dinners
happens on the 4th. Enjoy some great home cooking, cozy up by the fire, then shoot a round or two of trap under the
lights. Grins guaranteed.
Now… Back to the Salami Shoot. Every year about this time I’m asked, “Why a salami shoot at Christmas time?”
I see you get the connection between the turkey and Thanksgiving and the corned beef and St. Patrick’s Day. So why
the problem with the yuletide season and salami? Having penned this column monthly for over a year and being
convinced that very few folks if any, read it, I suppose it’s okay to put forth the answer here in print…
When Jesus was born in Bethlehem during the time of King Herod, the Magi set out from the east to bring gifts
to the Christ child and pay him homage. The Bible tells us that the wise men offered gold, frankincense and myrrh.
However, another account has been passed down through the ages citing possible errors in translations from ancient
tongues using Cyrillic characters into the Attic Greek and Latin. In this version, the three wise men were unable to
procure any myrrh as it was the most popular Christmas gift item of that day in Persia and throughout the east.
Therefore, Balthazar, Melchior and Gaspar set out on their journey to follow the star laden with only
frankincense and gold, reasoning they would be able to purchase myrrh along their route to Judea. Sadly, every
merchant they encountered along the way had sold out of myrrh. It wasn’t until they were nearing Bethlehem that they
stopped at a roadside Orange Julius Mini Mart to refresh themselves. Inside, Melchior, on a lark, asked the clerk if he
had any myrrh. The clerk rebuked him and said, “Myrrh? That’s sooo last year! Nobody gives myrrh anymore.”
Reaching under the counter, the clerk produced a stout, cylindrical item with somewhat pointed ends, wrapped
in a powdery white casing. “Behold!” said the clerk, “This is the hot gift item this year in the holy land. A Molinari
Salami. Everybody wants ‘em!” Stroking their beards, the Magi withdrew and conferred at length. It was not until the
cock crew that Gaspar turned to the clerk and declared, “We’ll take it!”
To quote an old KFRC newscaster from the 60’s and 70’s, “So now ya know!”
Other clubs, stuck in the past, may still award myrrh at their Christmas Shoots, but here at Valley of the Moon,
Thanks to our “Mr. Salami”, Tim Ryan, we remain on the cutting edge giving what everybody wants…………….
MOLINARI SALAMI !  Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
 Ted Bell
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Stocks, Part II on our website at VOMTC.ORG

Read the full version of Mr. Kozloff’s article 

Today, I would like to talk about pitch, twist and drop, since all of them involve changing the position of the butt
plate. (My next and last article on stock fitting will talk about the comb, the grip, stock cast and offset.)
Most guns come with a stock having no twist, little or no pitch and a fixed amount of drop at the heel. The result is
a stock that can become uncomfortable the more you shoot it and is hard to shoot well. As indicated below, a butt plate
adjuster will help you address the drop and twist issues, but you will need some shims or the like to fiddle the pitch
dimension. A typical butt plate adjuster looks like this:
Drop at the heel
When you first mount a new gun, you may find that a portion of the
recoil pad doesn’t touch your shoulder – it sticks out on the top. You can
sometimes avoid this just by moving the stock down on your shoulder, but that
will probably cause you to tilt your head in order to get your cheek down onto the
comb, which can be both uncomfortable and disorienting. Using an adjustable butt
plate, you can move the recoil pad down on the stock so that the pad fully engages
your shoulder and still have your head in a fairly erect position. Finding the sweet
spot will probably require some experimentation (as well as adjustment of the
comb –more about that next time), but it isn’t hard to do. You’ll know you have it
when you head feels comfortable on the stock and the entire recoil pad is
connected to your shoulder.
Twist or toe-out
The picture above shows the butt plate with a very large amount of twist. I
don’t think anyone would want to shoot a gun set up with that much twist, but it
does illustrate the twist concept – the butt plate has been rotated so that its centerline is not parallel with a vertical line
dropped down from the barrel.

Stocks, Part II on our website at VOMTC.ORG

Read the full version of Mr. Kozloff’s article 

Happy Thanksgiving to all! Not much to report with the junior team this month. The first PITA Series shoot of
was held at Ukiah Gun Club on the 7th and 8th of of November. An interesting side note to that shoot it was the largest
shoot with 50 shooters entered on a day with the least amount of daylight in club history. A big hand to the club staff
and volunteers who did a great job getting it done before dark. The annual Marine Corps Reserve Toys For Tots Drive
was also held at this shoot and as usual the trap shooting community was generous donating 124 toys and $900.00 in
cash to the program. Valley of the Moon was well represented with our several of our members taking home awards.
Recruiting for the 2016 Junior team is in full swing. if you have any connection to a local school please contact
me so we can get the word out that we are looking for new members. All are welcome. We have a great resource for
bringing new shooters into the sport with Chester and Frank and the gang down at traps 6 & 7 on Wednesdayand
Sunday. Please spread the word!
I am looking at December 19th for the first team meeting. I am a
little concerned that it is to close to Christmas. If that becomes an issue
we will have an alternate sign up date to make sure we get everyone in
that wants to participate.
We will be starting the first of our 2016 Junior team fundraisers
soon. We have a 1922 Model 12 to be raffled off, so you will see those
tickets around the club soon. We have also created a sticker that can be
displayed on a vehicle window or business storefront window that will be
on sale in the clubhouse soon.
Thank you for your continued support,
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2015 California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife Apprentice Pheasant Hunt
in the NapaSonoma Marsh Wildlife Area. The hunt begins with a safety
meeting, then the hunters, mentors and dogs load up. Here’s the CDFW
Hunt Director’s message to us,
“Hello, Everyone. I just wanted to give everyone a big thank you for
your involvement in the NSMWA apprentice hunt this year. CDFW staff,
VOMTC members, CDFW volunteers, and volunteer dog handlers all
contributed to ensure these kids had a positive, safe hunting experience.
5 birds were taken in the AM and 7 birds were taken in the PM. The
last bird of the day flew right behind my truck and we let the last dedicated
group (with three jr hunters) know where it was. It was the kid’s first bird
ever and he couldn’t wipe the smile off his face the rest of the way in.
That’s what the hunt is all about, right?! The hunt would not be a success without all of your
involvement, so thanks again and I hope to see you out there next year.“
 Karen C. Taylor NapaSonoma Marshes Wildlife Area


Hungry morning hunters return for lunch, plenty of hot dogs, chips and drinks hosted by our Club
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